The Water Innovation Lab (WIL) is a successful model developed by Waterlution, equipping young water leaders with the skills to tackle water challenges globally. Participants from WIL in Brasil will pitch their water-focused social enterprises and artistic interventions, and this will be an opportunity for the audience to play an active role as they team up with the project-holders, to offer and receive feedback.

We invite: Emerging water professionals and students; existing water professionals and leaders. If you have a project you wish to pitch, please contact organizers.

March 20th, 16:30 – 18:00 hrs.

Venue: Citizen Forum - Dialogue Room

CONTACTS

Session Coordinators: WATERLUTION
Dona Geagea dona@waterlution.org
Dawn Fleming info@culturacuriosa.org

Showcased Projects and Presenters:
Gabriel Oliveira (Saneamazonia)
Gaspar Durieux (Nu-Sens)
Gaston Kremer (Nu-Sens and WTT)
Karla de Souza Braga (Filtro dos Sonhos)
Leonardo Tannous (Ilhas Flutuantes)
Micaela Valentim (Ame o Rio)
Víctor Kanashiro (Olhos da Água)